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The elanden Ring Online - a
multilayered online action RPG
that gives you the freedom to
create your own character and
enjoy countless gameplay
activities. Build a character by
selecting from a variety of classes
and experience large and
challenging dungeons by
combining various archetypical
weapons and skills. Unique online
play In addition to the multiplayer
element where you can directly
connect with other players and
travel together, the game also
supports a unique asynchronous
online element where you can
connect with friends and play at
your own pace. Explore the Lands
Between Travel to the Lands
Between that connect all the
worlds, including a medieval
world, epic fantasy world, and
many others. Archetypical
Weapons Weapon archetypes that
are customized according to your
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character and increase in power
with each rank. Online Play
Connect with your friends and
travel together! Graphically-
Superior Action The world you are
playing in is a living and
breathing, three-dimensional
world with high quality graphics
and easily controls. Customize
Your Character When you create
your character, you can freely
combine weapons and armor. You
can develop your character
according to your play style, such
as increasing your strength to
become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic. Online Missions
I created this game so that people
could enjoy the experience of
roleplaying, which is not limited to
their home. Gameplay: Close your
eyes and imagine an action RPG
where the world of a fantasy is
born. The characters of the game
aim to attain the greatness of
their world, but still retain their
childhood characteristics as they
face trials and tribulations. Play
with the freedom you enjoy in a
game. Online Play: Immerse
yourself into the atmosphere of
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the game through the multilayer
online interaction where everyone
can experience the drama of
other people. The online play
connection allows you to
experience the greatness of your
beloved fantasy world, a fantasy
drama that has not been
experienced before! Development
Team: I am one of the creators of
this game. Please allow me to
work together to make this game
the best it can be. GEO DAN CUIZI
KAZUYA HOSOKAWA Hi, I'm Cui Zi
and I'm the game's producer. I'm
very happy to be involved in the
creation of games that give
players the freedom to create
their own characters and enjoy
them using virtual reality. In this
game, the graphics are

Features Key:
1. Clear Battle System Clear the area by taking on an enemy group,
clearing through areas, and proceeding to the dungeons! In addition to
single battle battles, fenced off skirmishes involving one to four players
can be launched.
2. Surrounding Battle Directly battle surrounding enemies along the
middle and bottom of the screen!
3. Unique Multi-camera System Multiple Camera and Character
Direction System: Camera focus is assigned to one of the player's
characters depending on their locations. When your camera direction is
changed, the camera will change similarly.
4. Attack Meter Attack the enemy with the assigned weapon according
to the attack meter displayed in red. If the attack meter reaches the full
level, you can attack with all of your equipped weapons from that
weapon group!
5. After Battle Effect After you beat the enemy, you can check out your
after battle effects in a summary screen!
6. Automatic BGM Automatic music play when entering a dungeon or
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area.
7. Crafting Materials Recycling When completing a dungeon, you
receive materials depending on the player's level. By the use of
recycling, you can prevent any obsolete items, which are displayed
using the percentage.
8. Battle Stats Combat the various arms of the Monsters in the dungeon
as you level up, as well as directly read battle stats before starting the
battle.

All Heroes are waiting for you!
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